Controls
With a comprehensive understanding of your strategy and
requirements, we can recommend and implement solutions to
achieve your goals and reduce your HVAC system lifecycle costs.

Trane controls
Enterprise

Tracer® Ensemble™

Building

Tracer® Synchrony

Equipment

Tracer® UC

Occupant
spaces

Wireless sensors

Trane’s controls product portfolio offers a full range of devices

Having the best performing HVAC equipment controls is not

that have been developed within Trane and Ingersoll Rand

enough to make sure the system delivers the best efficiency.

engineering and Centers of Excellence around the world.
At the process level, Trane has in depth technical
Trane HVAC controls products were developed by (and

knowledge on complex HVAC system applications such as

for) HVAC systems specialists. This unique approach takes

chilled water variable primary flow, ice storage, free cooling,

into account the system design requirements for both the

heat recovery, variable air systems, etc. Each process

HVAC application and the HVAC equipment. In this way,

focuses on different customer requirements such as space

consideration is given both to the individual controlled

comfort, chilled water supply temperature/flow accuracy,

equipment and also to the functionality of the Building

indoor air quality, energy efficiency.

Controls

Management System (BMS), as well as to the system
overall performance. The field controllers are

Trane supports you by selecting, designing and processing

pre-programmed, pre-tested and factory-mounted on our

the best solutions for your HVAC system. Our building

HVAC equipment. This ensures a highly reliable and efficient

and HVAC controls solutions include pre-engineered

equipment, while the commissioning process is reduced to

applications, such as chiller plant control, variable air

its simplest tasks, thus saving valuable time and resources

system control, automatic ventilation and IAQ control. On

on site, while ensuring high performance and reliability of

top of their total focus on HVAC expertise, Trane BMS

the controls.

solutions, offer full flexibility by natively supporting the
latest IT technologies, such as IP networking, as well as

Trane field controllers have advanced equipment HVAC
embedded application libraries which have been developed
over 100 years of buildings and energy experience. This
provides our equipment with the best life cycle and the best
efficiencies. All Trane HVAC applications are designed to
improve the commissioning and maintenance processes and
also to reduce overall operating cost.
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web services support.

Smart Solutions for
Smart Buildings
Building Controls

Building automation systems do not have to be complex to

Control at your fingertips

be effective. Typically a building automation system that is

Trane’s BMS have intuitive graphical user interfaces that

complex to use seldom achieves the energy and operational

make system information easily accessible.

efficiencies as the capabilities of the systems are not fully
utilized.

The web-based interfaces of our HVAC control solutions
give the freedom to monitor and manage the system

Trane offers an open and secure controls architecture.

from virtually anywhere, from most of the web-connected

The use of industry standard protocols such as BACnet,

devices, including tablets and smartphones.

MODBUS and LonWorks allows easy integration of third
party equipment or into BMS systems, flexible design and

Mobile apps also provide remote access, so you’re no

facilitates maintenance.

longer tied to a specific workstation to access the system.

This approach reduces on-site commissioning activities

Efficiently manage your system and HVAC equipment

and ensures a scalable and flexible system that can evolve

from an intuitive user interface that puts all the operating

according to your needs.

information, including alarms and diagnostics, at your
fingertips.

space. Trane’s highly flexible system is simple to
reconfigure and customize in order to match the evolving
needs of the occupants.

Energy savings
Energy efficiency is maximized without compromising
system performance by employing pre-engineered HVAC
strategies such as occupancy, ambient, indoor air quality,
heat recovery and free cooling.

Controls

Buildings often require rearrangement of their internal

In addition to the advanced capabilities of the system,
Trane control solutions provide the ability to capture and
measure energy data, giving you additional insights into
system performance and usage that can drive improvement.
Trane delivers simple, reliable, web-enabled solutions
that result in energy savings, easier management and
worry-free operation.
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Smart Solutions for
Smart Buildings
Equipment and system controls

Controllers for chillers, heat pumps and
multi-pipe units

Tracer® Synchrony eliminates the need for a dedicated

Tracer® UC800 Controller

managed whenever and wherever it is convenient.

The latest generation of Trane centrifugal, screw and

“Point-and-click” technology provides simple scheduling,

scroll equipment use advanced algorithms to keep them

data logging, graphical trending, reporting and applications

running under the most challenging conditions, when other

programming.

equipment would simply shut down.

The intuitive online tools increase occupant comfort,

computer and monitor. System performance can be

increase efficiency and reduce energy costs, adding up to
Tracer® Color Touchscreen Display

happier personnel and a better bottom line.

The Tracer® UC800 features a large (7” or 12”) touchscreen
full-color interface for simple, intuitive operation.

Tracer® Ensemble™
Building Management Software

General purpose equipment unit controllers

Tracer provides a web-based solution for managing single

• Tracer® variable-air-volume controllers

or multiple buildings from one interface.

• Tracer® terminal unit controllers

• System visibility from any location allows total

• Tracer® interfaces for chillers and rooftops

management of system status, alarms and schedules
• Reports enable enterprise-wide decision making for

Field-installed controllers
Tracer® UC400/UC600 Programmable Unit Controllers
Programmable BACnet unit controllers with high I/O

optimized performance
• Tenant service and audit trail for critical controls
available in option

Controls

capabilities are designed to work with the Tracer® Synchrony
and third-party BACnet systems. A standard library of

Mobile App

applications is available to ensure trouble-free operation,

The Trane Tracer® BAS Operator Suite mobile app has all

whatever the requirements are.

that you need to check your building’s Tracer® SC+ HVAC
system to see what’s happening, to respond to hot/cold

Tracer® Synchrony/SC+

calls quickly and get more done in your day. Your building,

System Controller

at your fingertips.

Seamless facility management is a reality with this flexible,

Tracer BAS Operator Suite mobile app is available for Facility

cost-effective solution. Any PC, tablet or connected device

Managers/Operators for both iOS and Android.

can provide access for programming.
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Chiller Plant Controls
Take control of your chiller plant

Rising energy costs and operational conditions drive companies

Performance Targets

to seek greater returns from investments, in other words, get

Ever-increasing targets demand that facilities operate more

more with less. Additional pressures such as environmental

efficiently, more effectively and for longer hours. The

and safety regulations force companies to remain vigilant in

resultant pressure on the chiller plant may lead to increased

managing capital, human resources and infrastructure.

operating costs or reduced performance.

Budget Allocations

Regulations

Companies working with reduced budgets find it

Environmental initiatives demand sustainable operation.

increasingly difficult to approve funding for capital

In many sectors such as food or pharmaceuticals, further

investment projects. In the drive to reduce costs, system

traceability is a regulatory requirement.

maintenance may be cut.

Operating Costs

Controls

Running a cooling system is one of the most significant
costs on any operating budget. It is extremely challenging
to keep this expenditure flat, year on year, when the cost
of energy is rising relentlessly.

According to the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre (EC JRC), heating, ventilation and airconditioning systems constitute 11% of electrical energy consumption in the EU member states.
Chiller plants can consume over 7% of typical building energy consumption.
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Advancing from control to optimization

With appropriate controls, optimal performance of the chiller

Chiller Plant Manager

plant can be achieved, resulting in increased system efficiency

Trane Chiller Plant Manager ensures that only the required

and reduced lifecycle costs. Trane’s unparalleled knowledge

plant components operate at their most efficient point to

of commercial cooling systems has produced the following

minimize run times. Trane’s advanced supervisory system

range of advanced control solutions:

will reduce operating costs by balancing component run
times and will notify users when scheduled maintenance

EcoSet

is required.

Most chillers produce the same water temperature
throughout the year regardless of seasonal changes in

Chiller Plant Optimizer

cooling load. Trane’s solution optimizes chiller performance

Trane’s most advanced controls solution takes a

by tracking these changes and adjusting the chilled water

holistic view of the plant, optimizing operation of the

setpoint to improve chiller efficiency.

complete system.The Chiller Plant Optimizer provides

Controls

a comprehensive dashboard view enabling control

OptiPlant
Where installations use two air-cooled chillers, they often
operate at much less than full load, and in some cases at
only 50%. Trane OptiPlant will match the number of chillers
in operation to the cooling requirements at any given time
to substantially reduce run times.
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at your fingertips and prompt action to address
operational deviations.

Chiller Plant Controls
Architecture
Tracer® Synchrony/SC+

Graphical Control
Dashboard
Tracer™
UC400

Tracer™ UC600

Tracer™ TD7

Trane chiller plant controls architecture is built around core

your system provides a flexible, cost effective solution for

high technology components.

programming and managing chiller plants that can extend

Our control technologies are scalable for any plant

to any HVAC equipment. Accessible from any PC, tablet or

configuration including chillers, heat pumps, multi-pipe units

connected device, Tracer® Synchrony eliminates the need

and ancillaries such as pumps, valves, cooling towers and dry

for a dedicated computer and monitor, so you can manage

coolers and are compatible with different source systems (air,

system performance whenever, wherever it is convenient.

water and ground).

Tracer® UC400 Programmable Controller
Tracer® UC600 Programmable Controller

Tracer UC400 is an ideal solution when special sequences

A programmable BACnet unit controller designed to work

are required. Standard software applications come preloaded

with the Tracer® Synchrony and third-party BACnet MS/TP

at the factory, simplifying field installation.

or BACnet IP systems. The UC600 has the I/O and size to
meet the controls needs for multiple pump arrangements,
cooling towers, dry coolers and central plants.

Tracer® TD7 Color Touchscreen Display

Controls

A 7 inch diagonal color touchscreen designed for both
indoor and outdoor use. This visually intuitive solution

Tracer® Synchrony/SC+

makes it quicker and easier than ever to access the reliable

Allows you to streamline facility management without

control offered by the Tracer UC600.

reinventing the entire system. Adding Tracer® Synchrony to

Built on BACnet®
Tracer controls are built on the open BACnet® data communication protocol. Install Trane Tracer controls
today, and you’re ready for the future integration of additional building automation devices, from both Trane
and other suppliers.
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